DIR INFO MEXI CITE WAVE 4277

24 Jul 65 in 18425

TYPIC AMCLEVE-15

REPS: A. WAVE 3974 (IN 11695)
B. WAVE 3807 (IN 08627)

1. AMCLEVE-15 RPTS 22 JULY 65 HE COMPLETED TWO 10-POUND LIMPET-TYPE BOMBS, EACH CONSISTING EIGHT POUNDS PENTOLITE TO BE ACTIVATED BY TWO ONE-HOUR DELAY TIME PENCILS, AND EQUIPPED WITH MAGNETS FOR ATTACHMENT TO METAL SURFACE. ONE BOMB HAS THREE MAGNETS, EACH FIFTY POUNDS PULL, AND OTHER HAS THREE MAGNETS; TWO 50 POUNDS PULL AND ONE 75 POUNDS PULL. A-15 WORKING DIRECTLY WITH JORGE MAS CANOSA AND ERNESTO FREYRE VARONA OF RECE IN CONNECTION OF CITED REF A.

EXACT DATE OF NOT YET DECIDED. PLAN INCLUDES RECE PROVIDING A-15 AND RAMON ESCAEDA RUBIO WITH FAKE PERUEN passports AND FAKE EXIT VISA STAMPS INDICATING THEY JUST LEFT COUNTRY. DOCUMENTS WILL BE USED MEXI. THE COUPLE WILL BE ADVANCED $1000 TO BE USED FOR EMERGENCIES.

MONEY, IF NOT USED, TO BE RETURNED ON COMPLETION MISSION. ORDINARY EXPENSES TO BE BORNE BY RECE, AND WIFE OF EACH MAN WILL BE GIVEN $200 LIVING EXPENSES WHILE HUSBANDS IN MEXI. POLO MIRANDA, FRIEND OF AMRUM-1 AND FORMER RECE PARAMILITARY CHIEF, NOT INFORMED OF OP
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AFTER OP SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED, RECE WILL ACKNOWLEDGE PARTICIPATION.

2. A-15 GAVE SOME DEMOLITION INSTRUCTION TO FERSTOR GONZALEZ (OR GARCIA), WHO WAITING FOR PHONE CALL FROM PREPARED INSTRUCTING HIM RETURN COUNTRY WITH 25 POUNDS PENTOLITE, FOUR SUB-MACHINEGUNS, FUSES AND PLASTIC CAPS PROVIDED HIM BY RECE, TO BE USED IN OP CITED REF T.

3. A-15 INSTRUCTED TO DISSOLVE FROM ACTIVITIES.

4. ABOVE INFO NOT DISCLOSED IN INTELL REPORTS DUE FACT 4/15 INTIMATELY CONNECTED WITH OP. HOWEVER ODENBVY AND ODEON INFORMED.
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